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Embassy Cruising Guide Florida to Mobile Bay, 9th edition: Waterways of
Florida's East Coast, Keys, Okeechobee, and West Coast to Mobile Bay,
Alabama
2023-01-27

the embassy cruising guide florida is a must for recreational boaters traveling the waters of the sunshine state s
coasts and islands with coverage extending all the way to mobile bay alabama

Psychology
2008

a comprehensive and engaging introduction to psychology this is a textbook like no other always fresh always
introducing new tools for teaching and learning and always attuned to how the field is shaped by new research the
ninth edition is now more concise with 1200 new citations enhanced pedagogy and a revised chapter on consciousness

コーポレート・ファイナンス
2014

david myers social psychology continues to set the standard by which other social psychology texts are judged its
renowned authorâ s engaging writing style and unique intimate voice make the text compelling without being
simplistic the organization logically moves the student through the study of how people think about influence and
relate to one another with an appropriate balance of basic research and application this edition features
additional contemporary research supplemented by video clips and vignettes that demonstrate social psychology s
relevance

Bennett on Bankruptcy, 9th edition
2006

perspectives of dress focuses on the social psychology of clothing and its importance in a society s culture the
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purpose of this book is to show the importance placed on dress in regard to social interaction dress is a
significant form of nonverbal communication how we dress provides visible symbols that affect our social
interaction with other people this insightful book highlights the role of dress in both individual and group
behaviour as mark twain once said clothes make the man naked people have little or no influence on society

Social Psychology
2008

learn to think like a nurse with the bestselling nursing care planning book on the market covering the most common
medical surgical nursing diagnoses and clinical problems seen in adults nursing care plans diagnoses interventions
and outcomes 9th edition contains 217 care plans each reflecting the latest best practice guidelines this new
edition specifically features three new care plans two expanded care plans updated content and language reflecting
the most current clinical practice and professional standards enhanced qsen integration a new emphasis on
interprofessional collaborative practice an improved page design and more it s everything you need to create and
customize effective nursing care plans 217 total care plans provide more care plans than any other book
prioritized care planning guidance internally organizes care plans from actual to risk diagnoses from general to
specific interventions and from independent to collaborative interprofessional interventions to help you select
the most important priority interventions for your particular patients introductory chapter explains the
components of nursing care plans nanda i nursing diagnoses the nic and noc systems and how to create nursing care
plans latest nanda i taxonomy is integrated throughout to incorporate the very latest nanda i nursing diagnoses
related factors and defining characteristics latest nic and noc labels ensure you are made aware of appropriate
interventions and outcomes 70 nursing diagnosis care plans include the most common important nanda i nursing
diagnoses providing the building blocks for you to create your own individualized care plans 150 disorders care
plans cover virtually every common medical surgical condition organized by body system health promotion and risk
factor management care plans emphasize the importance of preventive care and teaching for self management basic
nursing concepts care plans focuses on concepts that apply to disorders found in multiple body systems nursing
diagnosis care plan format includes a definition explanation of the diagnosis related factors defining
characteristics expected outcomes related noc outcomes and nic interventions ongoing assessment and therapeutic
interventions disorders care plan format covers synonyms for the disorder for ease in cross referencing a
definition common related factors defining characteristics expected outcomes noc outcomes and nic interventions
ongoing assessment and therapeutic interventions for each relevant nursing diagnosis independent and collaborative
interprofessional interventions are highlighted by special icons that differentiate between independent and
collaborative interprofessional interventions 30 online care plans are hosted on the evolve companion site in a
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user friendly pdf format that allows you to cut and paste care plan contents to create customized care plans

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents
1992

up to date coverage of all chemical engineering topics from the fundamentals to the state of the art now in its
85th anniversary edition this industry standard resource has equipped generations of engineers and chemists with
vital information data and insights thoroughly revised to reflect the latest technological advances and processes
perry s chemical engineers handbook ninth edition provides unsurpassed coverage of every aspect of chemical
engineering you will get comprehensive details on chemical processes reactor modeling biological processes
biochemical and membrane separation process and chemical plant safety and much more this fully updated edition
covers unit conversion factors and symbols physical and chemical data including prediction and correlation of
physical properties mathematics including differential and integral calculus statistics optimization
thermodynamics heat and mass transfer fluid and particle dynamics reaction kinetics process control and
instrumentation process economics transport and storage of fluids heat transfer operations and equipment
psychrometry evaporative cooling and solids drying distillation gas absorption and gas liquid system design liquid
liquid extraction operations and equipment adsorption and ion exchange gas solid operations and equipment liquid
solid operations and equipment solid solid operations and equipment chemical reactors bio based reactions and
processing waste management including air wastewater and solid waste management process safety including
inherently safer design energy resources conversion and utilization materials of construction

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
1994

there is a fundamental powerful and universal desire amongst humans to interact with others people have a deep
seated need to communicate and the greater their ability in this regard the more satisfying and rewarding their
lives will be the contribution of skilled interpersonal communication to success in both personal and professional
contexts is now widely recognised and extensively researched as such knowledge of various types of skills and of
their effects in social interaction is crucial for effective interpersonal functioning previous editions have
established skilled interpersonal communication as the foremost textbook on communication this thoroughly revised
and expanded 6th edition builds on this success to provide a comprehensive and up to date review of the current
research theory and practice in this popular field of study the first two chapters introduce the reader to the
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nature of skilled interpersonal communication and review the main theoretical perspectives subsequent chapters
provide detailed accounts of the fourteen main skill areas namely nonverbal communication reinforcement
questioning reflecting listening explaining self disclosure set induction closure assertiveness influencing
negotiating and interacting in and leading group discussions written by one of the foremost international experts
in the field and founded solidly in research this book provides a key reference for the study of interpersonal
communication this theoretically informed yet practically oriented text will be of interest both to students of
interpersonal communication in general and to qualified personnel and trainees in many fields

Perspectives of Dress
2017-04-21

books scholarly journals business information and professional information play a pivotal role in the political
social economic scientific and intellectual life of nations while publications abound on wall street and financial
service companies the relationship between wall street s financial service companies and the publishing and
information industries has not been explored until now the economics of the publishing and information industries
utilizes substantive historical business consumer economic sociological technological and quantitative and
qualitative methodologies to understand the people trends strengths opportunities and threats the publishing
industry and the financial service sector have faced in recent years various developments both economic and
demographic contributed to the circumstances influencing the financial service sector s investment in the
publishing and information industries this volume identifies and analyzes those developments clearly laying out
the forces that drove the marriage between the spheres of publishing and finance this book offers insight and
analysis that will appeal to those across a wide variety of fields and occupations including those in financial
service firms instructors and students in business communications finance or economics programs business and
financial reporters regulators private investors and academic and major public research libraries

Nursing Care Plans - E-Book
2016-11-14

entries cover the concepts of group processes and intergroup relations ranging from conformity to diversity and
from small group interaction to intergroup relations on a global scale
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Perry's Chemical Engineers' Handbook, 9th Edition
2018-07-13

one cannot watch or read about the news these days without hearing about the models for covid 19 or the testing
that must occur to approve vaccines or treatments for the disease the purpose of mathematical modeling in the age
of a pandemic is to shed some light on the meaning and interpretations of many of the types of models that are or
might be used in the presentation of analysis understanding the concepts presented is essential in the entire
modeling process of a pandemic from the virus itself and its infectious rates and deaths rates to explain the
process for testing a vaccine or eventually a cure the author builds presents and shows model testing this book is
an attempt based on available data to add some validity to the models developed and used showing how close to
reality the models are to predicting results from previous pandemics such as the spanish flu in 1918 and more
recently the hong kong flu then the author applies those same models to italy new york city and the united states
as a whole modeling is a process it is essential to understand that there are many assumptions that go into the
modeling of each type of model the assumptions influence the interpretation of the results regardless of the
modeling approach the results generally indicate approximately the same results this book reveals how these
interesting results are obtained

Skilled Interpersonal Communication
2016-10-04

the capital asset pricing model capm and the mean variance m v rule which are based on classic expected utility
theory have been heavily criticized theoretically and empirically the advent of behavioral economics prospect
theory and other psychology minded approaches in finance challenges the rational investor model from which capm
and m v derive haim levy argues that the tension between the classic financial models and behavioral economics
approaches is more apparent than real this book aims to relax the tension between the two paradigms specifically
professor levy shows that although behavioral economics contradicts aspects of expected utility theory capm and m
v are intact in both expected utility theory and cumulative prospect theory frameworks there is furthermore no
evidence to reject capm empirically when ex ante parameters are employed professionals may thus comfortably teach
and use capm and behavioral economics or cumulative prospect theory as coexisting paradigms
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The Economics of the Publishing and Information Industries
2014-12-05

addressing the specific needs of engineers scientists and technicians this reference introduces engineering
students to the basics of marketing human resource management employment relations personnel management and
financial management this guide will help engineering students develop a sense for business and prepare them for
the commercial and administrative dealings with customers suppliers contractors accountants and managers

Encyclopedia of Group Processes and Intergroup Relations
2010

do judges decisions depend on how long it is since they ate their lunch is the best place for a woman to seduce a
man on a rickety bridge does free will really exist this book explores how our genes and experiences determine our
behaviour as well as discussing the implications determinism may have on personal responsibility and morality

Mathematical Modeling in the Age of the Pandemic
2021-06-09

two top economists outline distinctive approaches to post crisis financial reform over the last few years the
financial sector has experienced its worst crisis since the 1930s the collapse of major firms the decline in asset
values the interruption of credit flows the loss of confidence in firms and credit market instruments the
intervention by governments and central banks all were extraordinary in scale and scope in this book leading
economists randall kroszner and robert shiller discuss what the united states should do to prevent another such
financial meltdown their discussion goes beyond the nuts and bolts of legislative and regulatory fixes to consider
fundamental changes in our financial arrangements kroszner and shiller offer two distinctive approaches to
financial reform with kroszner providing a systematic analysis of regulatory gaps and shiller addressing the
broader concerns of democratizing and humanizing finance after brief discussions by four commentators benjamin m
friedman george g kaufman robert c pozen and hal s scott kroszner and shiller each offer a response to the other s
proposals creating a fruitful dialogue between two major figures in the field
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The Capital Asset Pricing Model in the 21st Century
2011-10-30

financing the entrepreneurial venture focuses on financial management within entrepreneurial firms most of these
are young firms although some are more established the book examines these firms at all phases of their life cycle
from the initial idea generation to the ultimate harvesting of the venture the book covers firms in a diverse set
of industries including high technology low technology and services a significant fraction of the cases focus on
non u s ventures additionally the issues of gender and diversity are addressed in a number of settings

Management for Engineers, Technologists and Scientists
2007-04

agribusiness offers a unique introduction to the business of agriculture what agribusiness is why it matters what
the role of technology is how trade fits into the picture what its key risks are who is lending and investing and
why and what returns they are getting it is both practical in orientation focusing on the role of managers in the
industry as well as that of lenders and investors and international in scope drawing on case studies and
interviews with key figures all over the world the text ranges across various agricultural commodities to stress
that there is no one size fits all solution and successful management lending or investment in agribusiness
requires understanding specifics readers are introduced to the economics of the supply and demand of food the role
of agricultural trade agricultural marketing and farm management along with key business aspects including main
drivers of agribusiness value principal risks of agribusinesses agribusiness as an investment class and
agribusiness lending why who and how this engaging textbook offers a complete guide to the international business
of agriculture which is ideal for all students scholars and practitioners a selection of eresources is also
available to supplement this text and instructors will find powerpoint slides discussion questions case studies
and further teaching materials available to them

The Case Against Free Will
2016-01-26

this text introduces and provides instruction on the design and analysis of experiments for a broad audience
formed by decades of teaching consulting and industrial experience in the design of experiments field this new
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edition contains updated examples exercises and situations covering the science and engineering practice this text
minimizes the amount of mathematical detail while still doing full justice to the mathematical rigor of the
presentation and the precision of statements making the text accessible for those who have little experience with
design of experiments and who need some practical advice on using such designs to solve day to day problems
additionally an intuitive understanding of the principles is always emphasized with helpful hints throughout

Reports of Selected Civil and Criminal Cases Decided in the Court of Appeals
of Kentucky
1868

negotiation is an essential skill for all those operating commercially on behalf of their organisations the
ability to negotiate quotations tenders proposals internal and external stakeholders licensing agreements and so
on could form a critical part of any employee s role be it on the buy or supply side the negotiation handbook is a
useful guide for all those wanting to understand how to apply tools and techniques to the negotiation process this
handbook has been subdivided into seven key sections each representing a key phase in the negotiation process the
models and concepts are presented so that both a pictorial and explanatory commentary is available to the reader
this practical handbook supports all those working in a commercial capacity so that they may apply commonly used
tools and techniques and gain maximum benefit on behalf of their employers

Reports of Civil and Criminal Cases Decided by the Court of Appeals of
Kentucky, 1785-1951
1868

the science faith debate rages on yet many leading scientists have an active christian faith here 17 scientists
all esteemed by their peers tackle two questions what difference their faith makes to their scientific practice
and what difference their science makes to their understanding of their faith contributors include francis collins
director human genome project joan centrella chief of the gravitational astrophysics laboratory nasa bob white
professor of geophysics university of cambridge alister mcgrath professor of theology king s college london and
molecular biologist wilson poon professor of physics university of edinburgh
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Reforming U.S. Financial Markets
2013-02-08

international annotated bibliography of reference books includes sections on 1 general reference works
bibliographys dictionarys library resources official publications etc 2 the humanities 3 the social sciences 4
historical and geographical aspects by country and 5 pure and applied sciences

Financing the Entrepreneurial Venture
2024-05-14

circuit design science art designers need a skilled gut feeling about circuits and related analytical techniques
plus creativity to solve all problems and to adhere to the specifications the written and the unwritten ones you
must anticipate a large number of influences like temperature effects supply voltages changes offset voltages
layout parasitics and numerous kinds of technology variations to end up with a circuit that works this is
challenging for analog custom digital mixed signal or rf circuits and often researching new design methods in
relevant journals conference proceedings and design tools unfortunately gives the impression that just a wild
bunch of advanced techniques exist on the other hand state of the art tools nowadays indeed offer a good cockpit
to steer the design flow which include clever statistical methods and optimization techniques actually this almost
presents a second breakthrough like the introduction of circuit simulators 40 years ago users can now conveniently
analyse all the problems discover quantify verify and even exploit them for example for optimization purposes most
designers are caught up on everyday problems so we fit that wild bunch into a systematic approach for variation
aware design a designer s field guide and more that is where this book can help circuit design anticipate analyze
exploit variations starts with best practise manual methods and links them tightly to up to date automation
algorithms we provide many tractable examples and explain key techniques you have to know we then enable you to
select and setup suitable methods for each design task knowing their prerequisites advantages and as too often
overlooked their limitations as well the good thing with computers is that you yourself can often verify amazing
things with little effort and you can use software not only to your direct advantage in solving a specific problem
but also for becoming a better skilled more experienced engineer unfortunately eda design environments are not
good at all to learn about advanced numerics so with this book we also provide two apps for learning about
statistic and optimization directly with circuit related examples and in real time so without the long simulation
times this helps to develop a healthy statistical gut feeling for circuit design the book is written for engineers
students in engineering and cad methodology experts readers should have some background in standard design
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techniques like entering a design in a schematic capture and simulating it and also know about major technology
aspects

Agribusiness
2019-08-06

this book is intended for academic and industrial developers exploring and developing applications in the area of
big data and machine learning including those that are solving technology requirements evaluation of methodology
advances and algorithm demonstrations the intent of this book is to provide awareness of algorithms used for
machine learning and big data in the academic and professional community the 17 chapters are divided into 5
sections theoretical fundamentals big data and pattern recognition machine learning algorithms applications
machine learning s next frontier and hands on and case study while it dwells on the foundations of machine
learning and big data as a part of analytics it also focuses on contemporary topics for research and development
in this regard the book covers machine learning algorithms and their modern applications in developing automated
systems subjects covered in detail include mathematical foundations of machine learning with various examples an
empirical study of supervised learning algorithms like naïve bayes knn and semi supervised learning algorithms viz
s3vm graph based multiview precise study on unsupervised learning algorithms like gmm k mean clustering dritchlet
process mixture model x means and reinforcement learning algorithm with q learning r learning td learning sarsa
learning and so forth hands on machine leaning open source tools viz apache mahout h2o case studies for readers to
analyze the prescribed cases and present their solutions or interpretations with intrusion detection in manets
using machine learning showcase on novel user cases implications of electronic governance as well as pragmatic
study of bd ml technologies for agriculture healthcare social media industry banking insurance and so on

Experimental Design
2017-11-28

this book provides a systematic self sufficient and yet short presentation of the mainstream topics on
introductory probability theory with some selected topics from mathematical statistics it is suitable for a 10 to
14 week course for second or third year undergraduate students in science mathematics statistics finance or
economics who have completed some introductory course in calculus there is a sufficient number of problems and
solutions to cover weekly tutorials
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The Negotiation Handbook
2018-08-16

this study guide helps students study and review even more efficiently for exams when used alongside the textbook
psychology in modules 9th edition it contains a variety of study tools to fit with the content of the textbook

Real Scientists, Real Faith
2012-11-20

neither a book about the psychology of spirituality nor america s ongoing turf wars between religion and science
psychology religion and the nature of the soul takes to task many of the presumed relationships between the two
from sharing common concerns to diametrically hostile opposites to analyze the myriad functions religion and
psychology play in our understanding of the human life and mind graham richards takes the historical and
philosophical long view in these rigorous and readable essays which trace three long running and potentially
outmoded threads that psychology and religion are irrelevant to each other that they are complementary and should
collaborate and that one will eventually replace the other he references a stunning variety of texts from freud
and allport to karen armstrong and paul tillich reflecting the evolution of these ideas over the decades to
emphasize both the complexity of the issues and the enduring lack of easy answers the eloquence of the writing and
passionate objectivity of the argument will interest readers on all sides of the debate as the author examines the
religious origins of psychology the original dichotomy mythos versus logos the authenticity of religious
experience religion and personality the problematic role of prayer and religion in the history of psychotherapy
for those making a serious study of the history of psychology psychology religion and the nature of the soul will
inspire a fresh wave of critical discussion and inquiry

Guide to Reference Books, 9th Edition
1980

the book provides an engaging account of theoretical empirical and practical aspects of various statistical
methods in measuring risks of financial institutions especially banks in this book the author demonstrates how
banks can apply many simple but effective statistical techniques to analyze risks they face in business and
safeguard themselves from potential vulnerability it covers three primary areas of banking risks credit market and
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operational risk and in a uniquely intuitive step by step manner the author provides hands on details on the
primary statistical tools that can be applied for financial risk measurement and management the book lucidly
introduces concepts of various well known statistical methods such as correlations regression matrix approach
probability and distribution theorem hypothesis testing value at risk and monte carlo simulation techniques and
provides a hands on estimation and interpretation of these tests in measuring risks of the financial institutions
the book strikes a fine balance between concepts and mathematics to tell a rich story of thoughtful use of
statistical methods

Circuit Design
2022-09-01

many neurologic disorders can appear in quick and severe forms that require immediate medical attention this issue
of neurologic clinics features 14 articles on conditions that commonly present acutely such as epilepsy headache
visual loss nervous system infections ischemic stroke head and spinal cord injury and intracranial hemorrhage

Machine Learning and Big Data
2020-09-01

publisher s note products purchased from third party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality
authenticity or access to any online entitlements included with the product the long awaited new edition of the
world s most widely used and highly regarded textbook and reference of emergency medicine a doody s core title for
2019 tintinalli s emergency medicine is the essential resource for everyone working in and teaching emergency
medicine the ninth edition provides the depth and breadth of coverage that reflects the complexity and expertise
needed to practice emergency medicine in today s fast paced environments this comprehensive text is an important
clinical resource for physicians residents and students advance practice providers emergency nurses emts and
paramedics it is a necessary resource for in training and board examinations and recertification tintinalli s
emergency medicine covers everything from prehospital care disaster preparedness and basic and advanced
resuscitative techniques to all the significant medical traumatic and environmental conditions requiring emergency
treatment in adults children and neonates highlights of the ninth edition full color design with more tables than
ever to succinctly present key information extensive updates to all sections incorporating the latest clinical and
evidence based information online access to over 100 videos covering a wide range of diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures and pocus for obstetric gynecologic pediatric musculoskeletal and vascular conditions world class
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pediatric section on the care of neonates infants and children expanded chapters on the management of gynecologic
and obstetric conditions and emergencies updated information on toxicologic and environmental emergencies
contemporary concise discussion of ed identification and treatment of opioid use disorders updated information on
procedural sedation expert advice on the management and care of transgender patients latest information available
on neurologic and cardiac emergencies from the reviews of the seventh edition collectively they have once again
produced an excellent text that manages to cover the broad scope of emergency medicine while remaining an easily
readable and practical resource last for the inevitable comparison of this current edition of tintinalli s
emergency medicine with other available emergency medicine textbooks available in my opinion tintinalli s still
comes out on top it is more concise and easier to read than some yet it covers the breadth of emergency medicine
practice more comprehensively than others just as previous editions did the seventh presents all of the most
pertinent and up to date information in a well organized format that is comprehensive yet easy to read that and
many of the attractive new features in this current edition will ensure its place on my bookshelf for years to
come jama

Public Health Reports
1932

the goal of this book is to publish the latest mathematical techniques research and developments in engineering
this book includes a comprehensive range of mathematics applied in engineering areas for different tasks various
mathematical tools techniques strategies and methods in engineering applications are covered in each chapter
mathematical techniques are the strength of engineering sciences and form the common foundation of all novel
disciplines within the field advanced mathematical techniques in engineering sciences provides an ample range of
mathematical tools and techniques applied across various fields of engineering sciences using this book engineers
will gain a greater understanding of the practical applications of mathematics in engineering sciences features
covers the mathematical techniques applied in engineering sciences focuses on the latest research in the field of
engineering applications provides insights on an international and transnational scale offers new studies and
research in modeling and simulation

Probability Theory
2015-06-12

probability statistics and other frightening stuff volume ii of the working guides to estimating forecasting
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series considers many of the commonly used descriptive statistics in the world of estimating and forecasting it
considers values that are representative of the middle ground measures of central tendency and the degree of data
scatter measures of dispersion and shape around the middle ground values a number of probability distributions and
where they might be used are discussed along with some fascinating and useful rules of thumb or short cut
properties that estimators and forecasters can exploit in plying their trade with the help of a correlation
chicken the concept of partial correlation is explained including how the estimator or forecaster can exploit this
in reflecting varying levels of independence and imperfect dependence between an output or predicted value such as
cost and an input or predictor variable such as size under the guise of tails of the unexpected the book concludes
with two chapters devoted to hypothesis testing or knowing when to accept or reject the validity of an assumed
estimating relationship and a number of statistically based tests to help the estimator to decide whether to
include or exclude a data point as an outlier one that appears not to be representative of that which the
estimator is tasked to produce this is a valuable resource for estimators engineers accountants project risk
specialists as well as students of cost engineering

Study Guide for Psychology In Modules
2009-10-16

best fit lines and curves and some mathe magical transformations volume iii of the working guides to estimating
forecasting series concentrates on techniques for finding the best fit line or curve to some historical data
allowing us to interpolate or extrapolate the implied relationship that will underpin our prediction a range of
simple moving measures are suggested to smooth the underlying trend and quantify the degree of noise or scatter
around that trend the advantages and disadvantages are discussed and a simple way to offset the latent
disadvantage of most moving measure techniques is provided simple linear regression analysis a more formal
numerical technique that calculates the line of best fit subject to defined goodness of fit criteria microsoft
excel is used to demonstrate how to decide whether the line of best fit is a good fit or just a solution in search
of some data these principles are then extended to cover multiple cost drivers and how we can use them to quantify
3 point estimates with a deft sleight of hand certain commonly occurring families of non linear relationships can
be transformed mathe magically into linear formats allowing us to exploit the powers of regression analysis to
find the best fit curves the concludes with an exploration of the ups and downs of seasonal data time series
analysis supported by a wealth of figures and tables this is a valuable resource for estimators engineers
accountants project risk specialists as well as students of cost engineering
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Psychology, Religion, and the Nature of the Soul
2011-06-02

this concise alphabetical backpack friendly guide explains the origins of some 1100 place names hikers come across
as they make their way along the appalachian trail filled with fascinating facts surprising stories and colourful
trivia it also offers insight into the at s long and legendary history as well as the history of the wilderness
preservation movement and of the country itself

Basic Statistics for Risk Management in Banks and Financial Institutions
2022-03-08

detailed easy to understand explanations and evaluations of every method pulls no punches on strengths and
weaknesses of each every method is related to the real world shows in detail how to use each method without
shirking on the theorymanagers consultants and students will learn how to master advanced business valuation
understanding

Neurologic Emergencies, An Issue of Neurologic Clinics - E-Book
2012-02-28

Tintinalli's Emergency Medicine: A Comprehensive Study Guide, 9th edition
2019-10-22

Advanced Mathematical Techniques in Engineering Sciences
2018-05-04
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Probability, Statistics and Other Frightening Stuff
2018-10-09

Best Fit Lines & Curves
2018-10-09

Appalachian Trail Names
2002

The Value of Nothing
2005
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